Calculation of state losses can only be done by a master . Master here are not only master in the field of financial audit but also engineers who will calculate the feasibility of construction of a building in case of corruption was related to the construction field. Master who has the competence docalculating the quantity of a building and the price of a building is a person who has a construction management certification. Description of the Construction Master who have no competence in the matter of corruption, the statement becomes invalid.
(1) Legal evidence is: (2) It is generally already in the know do not need to be proven. Associated with a master who has the competence docalculating the quantity of a building and the price of a building is a person who has a construction management certification.
He has the competence do work related to construction management so as to determine the value of a building to use the services of a master who has a certificate as majanamen construction.
Against the strength of a building, which has the competence to perform testing is someone who has master ise in the field of building construction which is proven by the certification of master ise in the field of building. Therefore we tested is a construction of a building, it is entitled and authorized to conduct testing is someone who has master ise in the field of building construction as evidenced by a certificate of master ise in the field of building construction not a master on roads and bridges.
In terms of assessing a construction, therefore has the right and authority to conduct testing is someone who has master ise in the field of building construction, the results of tests performed by someone whose background outside masons eg master roads and bridges can not be accounted for and is not valid.
C. CONCLUSION
Based on the discussion in advance of exposure, it can be concluded that the master who has the competence do calculating the quantity of a building and the price of a building is a person who has a construction management certification.
Description Construction Master who
have no competence in the matter of corruption, the statement becomes invalid.
